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Well designed, well built, and well
appointed, it projects the image of
Pope & Talbot as a substantial
enterprise and demonstrates the
company’s regard for Port Gamble and
its employees. It still houses the town
Post Office and Theater. Pot-lucks,
dances, basketball games, and movies
on the silver screen were favorite
activities for the families of Port
Gamble. Also in the building were a
barber, a dentist, and a doctor. This
building was also home to the town
morgue from 1906-1929.
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Theater: There is a tall shadowy figure
who is often reported peeking out of the
door on the left side of the stage. He is
known as the "Stage Manager". There is
also believed to be a young girl who
plays in the balcony area. Investigators
have captured audio recordings of notes
played on the old piano that used to
reside on the stage. People have also
reported hearing operatic singing
coming from the theater while it is
closed.
Post Office Floor: There are many
reports of hearing voices, laughter, and
coins hitting a counter when no one is
in the building. There are also reports of
activity in both restrooms.
Morgue: The morgue has yielded audio
and personal experience evidence over
the years. One investigator had a ladder
fall over onto his leg. Footsteps on the
main floor are often heard while in the
morgue...when the building is closed
and locked! There have been many
successful Ghost Box sessions recorded
in the morgue.
Pete Orbea's favorite spots:
Theater, Morgue, main floor hallway.
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There are three floors to this building
and the reports of the paranormal on all
three floors is abundant.

